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1. INTRODUCTION 

A primary goal of the ana~lyses of bicycle dynamics that Calspan 

Corporation has performed for the Schwinn Bicycle Co. over the past several 

years is the definition of stability indices on which to base evaluations of 

bicycle stability and control characteristics. Specifically, the obj ecti ve 

has been to deve lop measurements of performance, in terms of the bicycle 

design parameters and operational conditions, which could be used as criteria 

for identifying acceptable bicycle configurations. In earlier studies 

(References I and 2), generalized constant coefficient models of bicycle 

steady-sta te response characteristics were deve loped and applied to this 

problem. Several performance parameters (or stability indices) were derived 

in this work -.- the concept of inversion speed, the identification of minimum 

theoretical free control speed, and the defini tion of a number of contro I 

sensitivity terms. In the current work, the steady-state equations have been 

expanded to include the dynamic transient terms (albeit still in a simplified 

linear form) in four primary degrees of freedom -- side force, yaw moment, 

roll moment, and steer torque. 

The simultaneous solution of these equations (which can be performed 

in a variety of ways) leads to the derivation of the characteristic expression 

for the response of the vehicle. This expression, which contains all of the 

sta tic and dynamic terms related to the motion variabl e of interest, defines 

the stability of the vehicle (when the coefficients are evaluated for explicit 

designs and operating conditions). Using these results, critical design 

factors can be identified which will supplement the steady-state stability 

indices previously developed for application to performance evaluations. 

This report contains a technical discussion (Section 2) which 

describes the development of the equations of motion and the characteristic 

stability expression. The elements of this expression are analyzed in terms 

of the design variables of significance and numerical computations illustrating 

the applicability of the method are given. Some general conclusions about 

bicycle design (in the framework of these results) are given in Section 3 and 
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recommendations for formalizing use of the technique by establishing limits 

based on bicycle tests are given in Section 4. A list of references is con

tained in Section 5. Two appendices are included -- Appendix A gives a 

listing and definitions of the symbols used in the text, and Appendix B con

tains a brief discussion of two examples of the solution of the characteristic 

stability equation. 
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2. TECHNICAL DISCUSSION 

The development and application of the simplified dynamic analysis 

of bicycle stability and control is presented in this section. The various 

subsections cover different aspects of the study and these are supported, 

where suitable, by appendices which contain additional mathematical detail. 

2.1 Equations of Motion 

This analysis of bicycle stability is based on a linear constant

coefficient model of the bicycle-rider system drawing in part on other models 

as described in References 1 to 4. The equations of motion which describe 

the bicycle's response in the four primary degrees of freedom are presented 

and discussed briefly in the following paragraphs. These equations (and the 

associated coefficients for each of the variables) are subject to the following 

ass umptions: 

1. The small angle approximations are employed 

sin X = tan X = X; cos X = 1. This limits strict applicability 

to small motions about the upright, straightahead condition but 

general trends in sta.bility can still be adequately evaluated 

well beyond this range. 

2. Tire cornering performance characteristics are represented as 

linear functions of slip angle. Tire camber thrust is assumed 

to be negligible* and all other tire forces and moments are 

neglected. 

3. Products of inertia are neglected. The vertical plane of the 

rear frame is assumed to be a plane of symmetry. 

* . ThlS assumption is supported by the results of tire tests performed at Calspan 
which show the ratio of camber thrust coefficient to cornering stiffness 
coefficient to be about. 01 (Reference 5). 
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4. Tire forces build up instantaneously with slip angle; that is, 

there is no time lag (tire relaxation length effect) in tire 

force development. Although this factor is known to be signi

ficant in two-wheel vehicle dynamics (References 3 and 6, for 

example), values for bicycle tires are not known and, in any 

case, are thought to be negligible because of the stiffness of 

a bicycle tire carcass when properly inflated. 

5. Ve locity is treated as a constant. The equations are therefore 

not applicable to braking or accelerating situations and the 

load distribution is held at the at-rest values. 

6. The rider is assumed to be rigidly attached to the vehicle 

except for upper body rotational motion about an axis parallel 

to the system longitudinal (X) axis. 

The symbols used in the equations of motion given below are listed 

and defined in Appendix A. Most of the lineal and angular dimensions are also 

shown in Figure 1. For convenience in writing the equations, the symbol A is 

used to represent the interaction of several front fork design features. 

A. ~ t':F t - MF 't tr - \"Iit-:t - WF- i-
This expression defines the manner in which the trail Ct.) and mass 

offset (~), acting on the front tire vertical load (l~ and the steering 

assemb ly mass (Mfl, produce roll and steer torques with roll and steer dis-

placements. 

l i=" is simply 

These torques are independent of tire characteristics. Note that 

the portion of the total system (bicycle and rider) weight which 
MoO_ 

acts at the front wheel (' '1-'V)' For reasonable bicycle designs, ZF t is much 

larger than ':"h:·~-&,; it is clear that if the c.g. is shifted toward the rear 

and the trail is made small, this disproportion may no longer hold. 

Side Force Equation 

The dynamic side force equation relates the bicycle lateral motions 
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to the forces generated by the tires. In terms of the primary motion variables--

J(iv\V/~ - CC(.t=- Cd-.R)~+ (IVIV2..- a..CCX-F -+~,..Cci..R) I'u 
1- iV\ h V ~ ~z_ + ( M F 1- V .~].. +- C.x..F t /~ 

-+ C ~F \/ tC~ (j) 5 0 

The above expression can be developed from the tire force expressions--

C~F \ B 
OJ/t; ( .~ .C~Cl) J F~F .- d..fCo...F = t- V - S- V· A· + 

'--

FLjiZ= ::i.rzCoLR,= C<J<..t<. [~ . .er ~ ] 
" 

Note that a damping term (~) proportional to the rate of change of 
V 

the steer angle is included and that camber thrust terms (which had been in-

cluded in the steady-state analysis - Reference 2) have been neglected. These 

same tire force expressions are also utilized in the other motion equations 

which follow. 

Yaw Moment Equation 

The yaw moment equation relates the bicycle motions about a vertical 

axis to the moments in a horizontal plane generated by the tires about the 

c. g. Thus--

V ~- a-Co;.r- -t ~ Co(\2..) ~ -rl V .lr.1.L - Q,2.C~F - ~·1..C~\2..) IU 

i V·2. ct ~ -+ (r J V .,L6l. rr .&2-

.+ Qt ColF ~ + a.. V Co\.F CG:l..-cr) S o 

The coefficient on ~ indicates the coupling of the gyroscopic 

moment due to wheel rotation into this degree of freedom. Note that there 

are two damping terms on steer angle, one of which is also a gyroscopic 

effect. 
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Roll Moment Equation 

In this equation, the upsetting moments due to rotational motions 

about the X-axis are equated to restoring moments due to curvilinear motion 

and steer angle effects. , 

Mh-'J f3 1::..; + (MhV + 

N'\~ cr J qJ -+ C I 3' ~ ~ 

r \ I )( T \"\ fr{ ),~ 2-

:A)~ -0 

In this form, the equation implies that the rider stays in plane 

with the bicycle frame. Rider lean angle control can be included by replacing 

the zero value on the right hand side of the equation with a term, M~ ~ ~ C?lZ.) 
which represents the roll moment produced by the rider when a relative angular 

displacement (CPR) is developed between the bicycle frame and the rider I supper 

body. In this model of the rider-bicycle system, this effect does not influ

ence the formulation of the characteristic expression. It mi,ght also be 
L-

mentioned at this point, that for reasonable designs, M~» ~ (by about a L, 
factor of 30-50) and that may therefore be neglected in this term. 

R, 

Steer Torque Equation 

This equation describes the relationship of moments about the steer

ing axis to the requirements for control torque application by the rider. (If 

the value of T = 0, the equation reduces to the free-control mode of operation.) 

In terms of the four primary motion variables--

( M F % \j '24- + ~ \J C do. F- ) j?J + L I '} V ,C~ (j ,& Z

+(Mpi+ i~(S')\j~:"+CL-tC~FJk. + 

l I'd V ~~ ()-
L t= 2.. 

A-V '] ~ -t-- V C~(\ -+ R 

II 't V /~./ l KV- C d..F 
' 7_ \ A'v ~ cr -+ ~L ) /~ t-
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The steer torque expression is clearly the most complicated of the 

four equations. It indicates the couplings of the other motion variables into 

the steer degree of freedom and contains all of the important front end geo

metry characteristics. For completeness, a steer damping coefficient, K, is 

included in addition to the trail effect. 

2.2 Characteristic Expression 

The equations have been combined in matrix form m Figure 2. The 

value of the determinant was then derived in literal form to define the 

characteristic stability expression as described below. 

The solution of the 4x4 determinant yields a sixth order polynomial 

which is the characteristic expression for the bicycle response to either a 

steering torque or rider lean angle imput. This expression may then be used 

to examine the stability of the vehicle (as a function of speed) by insertion 

of the appropriate values of the design parameters. Further simplification 

may be justified at this stage by comparing the relative values of the ele

ments in each of the coefficients and discarding terms which are small. Care 

must be taken in assessing the velocity-dependent terms which may be discarded. 

Beyond those assumptions listed earlier, several further simplifica

tions of the general analysis were made once the model was developed in order 

to arrive at expressions which could be understood in basic design terms. 

These simplifications included: 

1. Neglect of the steer damping term. Al though there is very 

probably a damping effect present, it is not clear that it can 

be adequately represented as simple viscous friction (i.e., pro

portional to steering rate). Stiction and coulomb friction 

effects may also be present (and even dominate). These cannot 

be effectively treated with the linear model used here. 

2. Neglect of the gyroscopic term in the coefficient of yaw rate in 
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. A->r the roll moment equation (l. e., K.. V) . In all reasonable bicycle 

designs, the value for this factor is of the order of only a few 

percent of the dominant MhV term. 

3. Omission of many inertial coupling terms. Terms involving M F 

and 1'2,. are small with respect to terms involving M, I , and I 
(J x Z 

and they have been neglected in the final formulation to reduce 

the complexity of the coefficients. 

4. Neglect of terms involving (CL C"'--F- bC.x.RJ. In effect, this 

assumes that the bicycle is neutral steering (which is the case 

for o..Ca..F-== 'oC(1..R). ~lost bicycles tend to be slightly oversteer 

(CLC~F ;:.- bC~t<.) but previous analyses have shown that the effect 

is not very significant at normal operating speeds. This assump

tion will introduce small errors in numerical values but will 

not affect the trends which are demonstrated. 

The general form of the expression is: 

.6. T (/~ ') - A~A- b + '.13 s ;6.b +- C il., 4 
;Q + ""i' ~3 

...Yc,. 

EA...c~ 
:2. 

+ FA 4..- + ~~ T 

where the symbol ~ is used to identify the characteristic expression, .& is the 
d; . 

derivative operator (meaning cLt) , and 

. z .. 
A~~ ~v1 I"l:e. I~ V 

B6.'=\/ [- M I;a..IE C~F j:,'2. - MI]C.I'8 (Q.2.C~F -r t'ZCo--i2-) 

- I ~ ,1 ~ (I ;< + M ~ X C 'X.F -;- C c:f... R ') j 
C 6 -= Cu(i= C ~K. [I ~ i ~ (, 1;( -r- M h'Z.) + I t: t z. \ I ~ -r \V\ +{ ) 

+ M I A t- t t 2.] tV 2 l tv~ I ~ 11= (f:\ ~VV\.. (3" 

1. C::i..F C-c-::>- cr-) 'J 
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:u ~ ':: V C ~ F C <i. R ,,c.~ (f" [I 1: t- ( I)( t- i'v~ -h. 2.) + M.r i-. -t-- t t J 
ttl ~ 1..2. Cc<.r C d--g [tv\'~ca- 11' - A ( l~ T \V\~) ~ (j J 

+ \) l. C a..F C (J...\2.. l M 1;< t.. t- ~ cr ,t tv) -h, ~ t ..l~ Cr:::r~2- <J 

+,t C I A + M ~u2-)( M r ~ + ,L~ ~ cs- ) J 
--V M'l. -h d- A ~ CJ ( CL. l C d-F + b' C d..i<-') -

[M~:t(~It:- ~;'\Jl) + M~t~ctI~

- ~v\'~ Cj- t 2. C';('F C ~R. ,6.VvL <I" (1\ 1" 

Each of the coefficients in the characteristic expression can be 

considered individually. Such a review provides an opportunity to examine 

each of the components of the coefficient for its significance in design and 

performance. 

Aw ~ iv\ 1 ><-l ~ ,I ff V L 

This single element coefficient of the highest order term simply 

combines the inertial properties of the machine. It is by far the largest of 

several such terms developed from the complete equations (smaller terms are 

neglected here). Basically, the designer can work only with the weight and 

the moment of inertia of the fork assembly (I;V in influencing performance 

with this term. Even then, rider weight will have a strong effect on the M, 

I and I values. Reduction in I~ will raise the natural frequency of the 
x Z (J 

castering motion of the assembly but this influence will likely be more sharply 

felt in other terms of the expression. 

BQ: -; [-MI;<-Ic Cc<..F~Z- - \'v1I",I1\CL2.Cc(.F+,{r~C~K.) 

- (c o'-..p-t- Cc(..~2.) I c T 3-(1 )<..T \VI ~ L) 
These three elements which make up the coefficient of the fifth 

order term are the damping effects of the steering motion of the fork assembly 

(the first element) and of the lateral-directional motion of the complete 

bicycle-rider system (the remaining two elements). They include the inertia 

coupling influences. The first element, which shows the damping associated 
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with steering rate effects for a positive trailing wheel, could be expanded 

to include any rate-sensitive damping elements (a viscous steer damper, for 

example). The negative signs in this term as written are due to the coordinate 

system chosen for representing tire slip angles; the coefficient is positive 

when numerical substitutions are ma.de. Here, the designer has control over 

the amolIDt of trail and tire select:ion~ 

Note that positive trail is required to assure damping of the steer

ing motion. Although several smaller terms have been omitted in this simplified 

expression (and which could become significant if trail is reduced to near zero) 

the term demonstrates the importance of positive trail in bicycle design. This 

point is also shown in the lower order coefficients. 

C L'l :. CO-:-F C ~ R [I A I 1 1,J- + I'3 M ~ .t 2 

+ I t: ( I!'. T jV\ ~ ) t."l-

-r tv1 Ix. -t- t 1..2.J + vz. [M I x. I l: (!\ ~ (j - t C o(F .G...-n- <1") J 
This is the reduced coefficient for the fourth order term. The two 

major parts consist of the constant (velocity-independent) portion which con

tains the lateral-directional stiffness effect (1.3I)(..tz..C:"FC.:t.~' a roll moment 

term (I}MhZ.-t'-c:~.::CJ...~' and coupling terms, and a velocity-dependent term which 

is associated with the stiffness of the steering motion dynamics (primarily, 

\/·iV1IE:I .... tCo(.Fccs(J"'). Thus, we see the flIDdamental position-control dynamics of 

the lateral-directional response and the free-control dynamics of the front 

fork motion appearing in this term. In effect, these primary responses are 

characterized by the coefficients of the fourth, fifth, and sixth order terms. 

For the 

which is exactly the expression for the fixed control response of a neutral 

steer vehicle. The steering motion response is described by a natural fre

quency of --

*Tires are usually selected on bases other than cornering stiffness. Most tires 
which have been tested at Calspan appear to provide more than adequate corner
ing capability in dry conditions. See Reference 5. 
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1/ 
L 

The coefficient of the third order term has been reduced from some 

forty elements to the two shown here. These are coupling expressions which show 

the influence of trail on damping of the oscillatory motion of the bicycle. The 

sign of this coefficient is always positive for positive trail values and, for 

reasonable designs, the values for the two terms are of the same order. The 

designer has effective influence only over the trail value selection in this 

coefficient but this value would normally be selected on the basis of other 

considerations. Again, it should be noted that this coefficient has been 

greatly simplified from that developed for the original equations of motion 

and that many small-valued elements (based on reasonable bicycle designs) have 

been omitted. 

i::-~: - 12 C ~ 1= C ()(. iZ. \.M .~\.J 't .1 .~ A (I;< T M~ l )~~ () j 
+ V 2.C(X.F C Cl-.R ,- M 1)( L -e, L<n. (j + M ~ B- t c: C~2 C', 

-t- ~ ( I ~ -t- ~ ~ ~ Nl f -t- + 'i= &~ CTy J 
This is the reduced coefficient for the second order term and it is 

one of the most important in determining bicycle stability. Although it still 

looks quite formidable, the unreduced coefficient contained about six times 

as many terms. This reduction was again based on omission of small-valued 

elements as reflected in reasonable designs. The coefficient contains two 

major parts-- a constant term which is always negative and a velocity-sensi

tive term which is positive. The coefficient therefore, changes sign (from 

negative to positive) at some point in the speed range. The operating condi

tion at which the bicycle becomes stable in free-control is closely linked 
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with this point. 

All of the design parameters over which the bicycle manufacturer has 

direct control (trail, head tube angle, wheelbase, fork assembly effects, tire 

performance) appear in this coefficient. It has not been possible to dissect 

this coefficient element-by-element in this study but it is noted that the 
2-

constant term is primarily determined by the value of A( I;.. T tv\ h) sin (J'" for 

reasonable designs and that the elements in the veloci ty-sensi ti ve part are of 

the same order of magnitude. Small values of trail tend to reduce the speed 

for transition (i.e., change of sign) and small values of front wheel spin 

inertia tend to increase it. It appears that values for the change-over speed 

should be in an intermediate range so that low speed instability (associated 

with high values of the change over speed) is not sustained in the normal 

operating range and high speed instability (which is the problem for experienced 

riders) does not occur at too Iowa value. 

r.Q: \1 M'2. -h. CJ- A (~2. CoLi" T "t/C((.!<.) /6-VVL cr- V C':;(I- c~ ~ 

l M~;t (~Ie -~ VL
) T tv\~t( cJl~- J.-; Vl) cc/ CI'] 

This reduced coefficient of the first order term contains two impor

tant design indices. These are the inertia ratios: Irj -'-'I and LJ/~-'F' In 

addition to the complete coefficient being velocity-sensitive, the effect of 

these ratios is to cause a change in sign of the coefficient as a function of 

velocity (going from negative to positive as speed is increased). As with 

the second order coefficient, most of the easily contro lled design parameters 

are present in this expression. 

The effects of the inertia ratio indices are discussed in more detail 

in a later section. For the purposes here, it may be noted that they can be 

combined in an expression which can be solved for the speed at which the sign 

of the coefficient changes (including the third term in the coefficient, which 

1S of opposite sign to that for the I z and It factors and therefore reduces 

their effect). The influence on stability of this term operates in conjunction 

wi th the S2 and Sa coefficients. In the higher speed regime, the time constant 
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of the divergent capsize mode is defined by the ratio of the value of this term 
c 

to that of the 5 term. In the intermediate range of speed (from 5-15 ~!PH, in 

which the sign of this coefficient changes from nega ti ve to posi ti ve) it repre

sents the damping of this mode. 

This term defines the "inversion speed" of the bicycle which was 

presented and discussed in a more complex form in an earlier study (Reference 

2). It relates the gyroscopic moment of the front wheel (stabilizing) to the 

static upsetting moment of the front fork geometry. At the inversion speed, 

the two moments are equal for an upright bicycle. The designer has control 

(within some limits for a given size of machine) over most of the factors in 

this coefficient. 

The value of this coefficient goes from positive to negative \I/ith 

increasing speed. The direction of the applied control steering torque also 

correlates with this term. It, however, changes sign in reverse order -- at 

steady-state conditions, applied torque is opposite in sign to steer angle at 

low speeds and of the same sign at speeds above the inversion speed. 

These same terms apply in an analysis of bicycle stability as in

fluenced by rider lean angle. As indicated in Section 2.1, rider lean (with 

respect to the bicycle frame) can be viewed as simply creating an additional 

moment (equal to M R. ~ kt:PKl in the roll equation. The analysis is based on the 

use of rider lean angle (rather than on rider lean torque, as used in the model 

for the simulation) as a convenience for understanding the role of this control 

function in bicycle dynamics. In this respect, rider lean is treated as an 

input rather than as a degree of freedom. This simplification allows for the 

deve lopmen t of easily understandable steady-state transfer functions which are 

useful for the evaluation of response sensitivities. 

The general equations of motion for steering torque control can be 

portrayed in block diagram form as shown in Figure 3. This figure illustrates 
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how the simple position control relationships (yaw rate as a fW1ction of steer 

angle, for example) are modified by the motion coupling effects (\vhich are 

expressed in steer ang Ie terms) and how the resul tant motions then influence 

the steer torque requirements (through the feedback paths). The summing 

junction at the left of the figure represents the steering torque equation 

with an output of steer angle as determined by the simple expression for 

castered wheel motion. The letters in the diagram refer to the designations 

for the coefficients in the equations of motion as given in Figure 2. The indi

cated paths from 0 to each of the motion variables consist of one showing the 

W1coupled relationships and one showing the interactions with the other motions. 

The transfer functions which represent the coupling terms are rather compli

cated, containing many terms, and therefore are not completely specified in 

this simplified diagram. 

The discussion in this section of the report has been concerned with 

the derivation of a constant coefficient expression with which to examine the 

force-control stabi li ty characteristics of the bicycle. Many simplifications 

have had to be made to reduce the rather formidable (and lengthy) coefficients 

to a few key terms which permit first order W1derstanding of the dynamics. 

Most of these simplifications have been made without reservation, and for the 

most part, the resul tant representations are readily interpreted. The coef

ficient on S2, however, cannot be reduced further without substantial error 

and we have not been able, up to this point, to define simple relationships 

which are characteristic of this term. The complete expressions in which all 

of the interacting terms have been retained are on file at Calspan. 
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2.3 Response Parameters 

In addition to a determination of the primary free- control stability 

of the bicycle, we will be interested in its response to control inputs so that 

the complete rider-machine system can be analyzed. As part of this study, 

dynamic transfer functions for the principal motions variables as functions of 

steering and rider-lean inputs have been determined. However, because of time 

limi ta tions, it has not been possible to simplify and reduce the lengthy 

expressions that have been derived (in the same manner that the characteristic 

expression was simplified). In their present form, they are much too complex 

to provide useful insight on the specific influences of the various design 

parameters on performance, and, therefore, they will not be presented here. 

Instead, only the dynamic expression for steering angle response will be given 

(to illustrate the general form) and the roll angle and yaw rate responses will 

be reduced to just the simplified s"teady-state term. With respect to the iden

tification of control characteristics, the steady-state responses are of primary 

interest and these will be reviewed in some detail. 

Tables 1, 2, 3, and 4 show these transfer functions. Tables I and 2 

give the complete dynamic equations for steer angle as a function of steering 

torque and rider lean angle, respectively. Table 3 contains the steady-state 

roll angle transfer functions with respect to steer angle (posi tion control), 

steer torque (torque control) and rider lean angle. Table 4 has the same infor

mation for the yaw rate responses. These expressions can be used to evaluate 

the steady-state control gains (sensitivities) of the bicycle. 

Examination of the transfer functions for steer angle given in 

Tables 1 and 2 reveals that the denominators are the same (i.e., the charac

teristic stability expression does not change) but the numerators are 

different. In the steady state, the relative effectiveness of applied 

steering torque and lean angle is defined by the constant, 
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T 
= 

Table 1: TRANSFER FUNCTION FOR STEER 
ANGLE TO STEER TORQUE INPUT 

'B ~ = - V [M I)( (0. '1 ColI" + b '2. C,,-~ ) 

+ I~ (1)( -I- I'll ~"'x C,,-I" ~ C"-~) 1 
c~ = (I,.+rvH·nt·C~FCof.R. - M2.h'}Ii, V2. 

'Db = MV [ ...e,. (C olF T CoLoR. )( '} I~ _ ~~V2.) 
+ 't (0...'2. C ol.F + b'l. C ..... IZ. ) ] 

- --
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Table 2: TRANSFER FUNCTION FOR STEER ANGLE 
RESPONSE TO RIDER LEAN ANGLE INPUT 

AL : V~Mrc (I~~(l - MF"i;iv) 
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Table 3: STEADY·-STATE TRANSFER FUNCTIONS 

FOR ROLL ANGLE RESPONSE 
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Table 4: STEADY-STATE TRANSFER FUNCTIONS 
FOR YAW RATE RESPONSE 
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It should be noted that the numerator expression given in Table I for steer 

angle response is also the characteristic expression for posi tion control 

(i.e., it is the denominator for the position control responses of yaw rate 

and roll angle). 

Extracting the steady-state responses from these expressions gives: 
I 

= [A 2- j + -L- V c~cr 
A.vYv (f" .-T 

,tl<.-
and 

lvl iZ.~ A. x. \j 2 ,c~T 1 cs-LA )....j= 

M-?-v + I ~Vy'L. 
-L i2.. J 

The sign of these expressions changes at the inversion speed, as discussed in 
.6... .t K. Vz 

Section 2.2. At this speed condition, which is defined by ( 
A--F C~ 1" 

torque or applied lean 

) , 

the steer angle response to either applied steering 

angle is theoretically infinite. TI1US, the further significance of the 

inversion speed, as it influences controllability of the bicycle, can be 

appreciated. At operating speeds in the neighborhood of the inversion speed, 

the control sensitivity is very high (small inputs result in large responses) 

and this applies not only to the steer angle response but the yaw rate and 

roll angle responses as well. 

The steady-state roll angle response characteristics to T or£VR inputs 

are marked by two changes in sign over the speed range. As with the other 

responses, one is determined by the inversion speed. The other arises from the 

condition for which the numerator term becomes zero. This occurs at a speed 

defined by --

2. tA 
V~ 
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for torque control and --

for rider lean control. 

The steady-state yaw rate response changes as a function of speed in 

much the same way as the steer angle response does. Sensitivity to both steer 

torque and rider lean control becomes larger (in a negative sense) up to the 

inversion speed and then becomes large and posi tive. The importance of these 

parameters are associated with bicycle controllability. In the low speed regime, 

the position control sensitivity ~IS) is determined by wheelbase and head tube 

angle. These are also influential in the responses to steer torque and rider 

lean angle but these latter response sensitivities are also dependent on steering 

geometry and gyroscopic effects. Values in the low speed regime should be 

neither too high (excessive control sensitivity) nor too low (producing sluggish 

behavior). A reasonable range of values for torque control response would 

appear to be .5 to 1.0 deg/sec/ft-lb. at a low speed (up to 10 MPH), but these 

values need to be verified by experiment. 

To summarize this section it should be pointed out that more study is 

needed to refine the dynamic transfer functions for yaw rate and roll angle from 

the standpoint of controllability although the dynamic stability aspect and 

steady-state gains have been treated. The principal design parameter influences 

have been identified and the inversion speed index has been shown to be impor

tant. 

2.4 Analysis of Coefficients and Stabili ty Indices 

One of the principal objectives of this work was to identify those 

design characteristics of bicycles which can be used to define their s tabili ty 
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and controllability. In general, the stability can be related to the coeffi

cients of the terms in the characteristic expression and an effort has been 

made to identify factors which dominate these terms. Controllability, to a 

large extent, is determined by the values of the gain (sensi ti vi ty) terms in 

the steady-state; many of these were developed in Reference 2 and are reviewed 

briefly here. 

The characteristic expression which is developed here contains four 

combinations of design parameters which are of special interest because of their 

influence on the response characteristics of the bicycle. These terms are: 

Fork Geometry - Gyroscopic Effect 

1- ,l. F 
The expression, A + \j K:,c~ Cl ,defines the speed at 

which the steer torque input requirements theoretically are zero. At this 

condi tion, the gyroscopic moment effects just equali ze the moment due to steering 

geometry effects. This speed has bl~en previously identified as the "inversion 

speed" and it is recognized as a key stability parameter. It appears that 

acceptable bicycle designs can be categorized in a range of intermediate values. 

Low inversion speeds (which could result from short trail, light front-end 

loading, and high wheel spin inertia) are not desirable because they produce 

divergent instability of the capsize mode at speeds well within the normal 

operating range. Very high values of this index (if obtained by high front-

end loading or high trail values) result in sluggish performance in the normal 

range. 

Inertia Ratios 

Two relationships involving moments of inertia are contained in the 

coefficient of the first-order derivative. They are: 
L~ vz. , 

which relates total system moment of inertia about a vertical axis to the moment 

of inertia of the wheels about theiT spin axes. 
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which relates the moment of inertia of the fork assembly about the steering 

axis to the spin axis moment of inertia of the front wheel. 

In each expression, the sign of the first term is opposite that of 

the second term. Each can be solved for a value of speed at which the effect 

of the parameter is zero (or, at which its value changes sign). In general, 

this condition occurs at a higher speed for the I Z parameter than for the I? 

parameter. 

It is more convenient to examine these effects by combining them in 

a single index. This can be done, using the F.6. coefficient discussed in 

Section 2.2, to give a single value of speed at which the combined term changes 

sign. Noting that L T = 2 "-F' this speed is--

where the subscript G is used to identify the index as gyroscopic-torque related. 

This value of speed does not define the condition at which the total first order 

coefficient changes sign since an additional term involving fork geometry is 

also present, but (for reasonable designs) this other term is relatively small 

and can be neglected for purposes of this discussion. 

Based on operating experience, it does not appear to be desirable to 

have a high value for VG. Note that the addition of luggage carriers and 

steering assembly-mounted equipment tends to raise the values of I Z or I or 

both and thereby increases the t!'arlsition speed, VG. In this respect, the index 

is related to controllability of the bicycle -- the high inertia values (and 

high VG) tend to make the bicycle sluggish. From the standpoint of stability, 
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a low value of VG would appear to be desirable in order to obtain positive 

values of this coefficient at low operating speeds. 

Basically, the bicycle designer can affect this index through the 

fork geometry factors -- Ii" A..,.~::) t, and (f for any given size of vehicle 

(i.e., wheelbase and wheel diameter can be varied only within a small range). 

It is of interest to compare values of VG for several Schwinn-designed bicycles. 

Table 5 below, which is based on data for these units acquired in previous 

studies, shows these results. To put these values in perspective, VG has also 

been computed for two other configurations -- a Suburban with a heavy rear end 

load and a highly-raked design with large trail (chopper). 

Table 5: COMPARISON OF VG VALUES 

BICYCLE DESCRIPTION I Vr., (mph) I 

Schwinn Suburban 6.7 

Schwinn Paramount 6.3 

Schwinn Sprint 6.0 

Schwinn Stingray 5.8 

Chopper (High trail) 8.2 

Suburban (Rear loading) 7.2 

Fork Geometry - Tire Characteristics 

The characteris tic expression contains a term, A sin Cl - C ;t.\= :t ;C~ <r 1 

which relates the steering torques due to the geometrical design of the steering 

assembly to the cornering capabili ty (and self-aligning torque) of the front tire. 
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The two components of this expression are of opposi te sign and their difference 

defines to first order the spring stiffness of the free control steering res

ponse. In conj unction '\lith the moment of inertia of the steering assembly 

about the steering axis, it defines the natural frequency of the free-control 

shimmy mode. In effect, 

'2-

uJ 
A ~'V\.. G C.;x:.F L -C.cn.. a 

13' 

Based on a brief review of reasonable bicycle designs, the second element domi

nates the term and the widely-used simple expression for wheel shimmy of a 

torsionally-rigid fork assembly can be derived. That is 

C elF ~t 

..L~ 

It is apparent that this term is coupled with other effects (as in the simplified 

expression of the fourth order coefficient in the characteristic equation) to 

affect the oscillatory mode dynamic response characteristics of the vehicle. 

Al though it is not quite as clear, this effect also appears in the coefficients 

of the first and second order terms. 

Bicycle Inertial-Geometric Relationships 

As noted previously, the elements in the coefficient of the S2 term 

do not lend themselves to further simplification, but it is in fact the combi

nation of these elements which plays a major role in defining the character of 

the oscillatory mode of the bicycle's dynamics. More work is clearly needed 

on the analysis of these elements since this coefficient, for most designs, 

determines the range of speed over which the bicycle is stable in free control. 

This speed range, with regard to its limiting values and its location in the 

normal spectrum of operation, provides an important performance parameter for 

bicycle evaluation. 
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2.5 Sample Applications of the Method 

The usefulness of the analytical methods developed here depend on how 

well the simplified model represents actual designs and on its ability to des

criminate among different configurations so that potentially unsatisfactory 

design combinations can be avoided. Although it would be desirable to analyze 

several different bicycle designs from among many available models, it was 

believed that the method could be more effectively demonstrated by selecting 

one model as a reference and varying single design parameters to show differences. 

Eight configurational variations of the Schwinn Suburban design para

meters which have been used in several previous studies at Calspan were investi

gated with the constant coefficient model. These included: 

(1) Baseline configuration. Values for the primary parameters of 

this configuration are given in Table 6. A 160 pound rider was 

used for all cases. 

(2) Short trai 1 configurations. Keeping all other values fixed, 

the mechanical trail was reduced from 3 inches to 1 inch. 

(3) Long trail configuration -- mechanical trail increased to 4 

inches. 

(4) Steep head tube angle configuration. With all other parameters 

as in the baseline configuration, the head tube angle was increased 

from 69 degrees to 74 degrees. (Steer axis caster angle changed 

from 21 to 16 degrees.) 

(5) Shallow head tube angle confi.guration -- reduced angle to 64 

degrees. (Steer axis caster angle changed to 26 degrees.) 

(6) Low wheel spin inertia configuration -- Substitution of wheels 

wi th spin inertia values of .73 in-lb-sec2 for the baseline 
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TABLE 6 

\oJH [E L B IS E (I N ) 

CAS T !: RANG L ~ C F TH EST!: E R t X IS ([; E C) 

NOMTNAL STtEPING TRAIL (I"·1) 

PERPENnrCULAP DISTANCE ~pn~-~ C.G. QI= ~PCl'lT 

FCR.K ASSE~ELY T'J STEER AXIS (IN) 

HElr..HT OF TOTAL C.G. t.BOVE GROUl'lQ cr~!) 

LOC~,TI(lN OF TGTAL C.G. FORr.;ARn 
GF THE ~FAR WHEEL CENTER (IN) 

FR01'!1 lH.E COPI'JERING ST! FF~ESS (lB/OEG 1 

REAR TIPE CGRNE:RING ST!~~NES~ (UVDEG) 

TOT~L WEIGHT ~F ~KvrLE A~C QIDER (Lb) 

TOTAL ROLL MO~F~T ~~ I~ERTIA A~n~T A~ AXIS 
TH~ntJGH THr: TeTAL e.G. (LB--IN-SEC ~I,:) 

TOTAL YA\.) "'U'PJl (.F H~tRTIA APC1 UT AN {,XIS 
THROUGH Thf TliTAL e.G. (Lo--II'J-SEC S~~d 

YAW :--18r·H::--iT Or Ir.~FTIA DF FRONT FOF,K 
ASS~~qLY ~POUT THE ST~FR AXIS (LR-IN-SEC S() 

SPH~ r-.~['nEf\jT UF If\t[~ TIA UF THE F'.C:NT 
WH:::=L (lP -I ~~- SE C ~/) 

SP!"J t.AGMt::NT CF INERTI~ (IF TH~ f{cAK 
WHE!::L (If'-II'-S[C ~0) 

30 

41.5l.' 

21.00 

39.54 

16.57 

1 ::. 6(; 

-14.19 

-lb.'-6 

11 .4l 

134.22 

1.76 

1.7h 
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values of 1.76 in-lb-sec2 . 

(7) Low tire pressure configuration -- Replacement of baseline tire 

cornering performance characteristics with values corresponding 

to Puff tires at 20 psi inflation pressure. * 

(8) Low steering assembly moment of inertia configuration -- Yaw 

moment of inertia of front fork assembly about the steer axis 

reduced from 1. 86 in-l b-sec2 to . 71 in-lb-sec2. 

This array provides reasonable coverage of the limiting design condi

tions recommended for ISO adoption on head tube angle and trail and includes an 

evalua tion of wheel and tire influences. The reduced whee 1 spin moments of 

inertia are those for the Paramount bicycle (to provide a frame of reference). 

The low tire pressure configuration was included to evaluate possible effects 

from reduced tire cornering capability. Results are given in Table 7. 

The performance characteris tics given in Table 7 can be briefly 

explained in the framework of bicycle stability and control as discussed below: 

1. The "speed range for lmcondi tiona 1 s tabili ty" characteri zes the 

bicycle's best operating range. It should be reasonably broad 

(certainly spanning a range of several miles per hour) and 

si tuated in the band of normal operation. The baseline configu

ration meets these criteria very well but the short trail 

design (No.2) would place a heavy burden on the rider to provide 

stabilization except in a small region of operation. Design No.6, 

the low spin moment of inertia configuration (characteristic of 

better handling bikes), places this band higher in the speed range. 

The lower limit of this band appears to depend on the inertia 

parameters (I E.. and I .~), the upper limit on the gyroscopic 

effects. 

*Performance data based on Calspan tire tests reported in Reference 5. 

C~F = -9.44 Ibs/deg.; C~R = -7.38 Ibs/deg. 
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Table 7: SAMPLE COMPUTATION RESULTS 

CONFIGURATION 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

9- 11.5- lO- ll- 14- 11- 10-

10.5 20 16.5 17.5 26 17 17 

14.5 46 37 35 47 27 57 

1 'JA At:. t:.C CA 7.7 .511 .58 ..1.. ",,'-t .... v • v ... .... , • oj, 

.03 .12 .42 .22 -.16 .38 .44 

3.5 38 11 7.5 --- 9 9 

1.6 4.3 3. 7 3.8 4.1 2.5 5.4 

-- ------ - - ._-- ----



2. TIle parameter "speed for onset of oscillatory instability" gives 

a partial measure of the high speed stabi li ty of the bicycle. It 

is of course, desirable that its value be above the maximum normal 

operating speed. Since this oscillation occurs at frequencies 

above rider control capabilities for all configurations considered 

(see line 3), designs for which oscillation occurs at operating 

speeds are to be avoided. Again, the short trail configuration 

(No.2) is poor. 

3. TIle 12 MPH operating speed condition has been selected for evalu

a ting stability in normal operation. All configurations appear 

to be rideable at this condition but the configurations 2 and 6 

require considerable rider compensation. The short trail design 

(No.2) is approaching free-control instability and the low 

steering assembly moment of inertia design (No.6) has not yet 

reached the speed for free-control stability but the oscillation 

frequency is low enough that rider compensation can be utilized 

to produce stable system response. 

4. TIle capsize mode time constant (evaluated at 20 MPH) gives an 

indication of behavior in the divergent mode of instability. 

High values for this parameter (of several seconds) are desirable 

to allow the rider adequate time for compensation. In fact, 

experienced riders are probably not conscious of providing this 

compensation on reasonably-designed bicycles. In any case, this 

effect does not appear to present any problems in the normal range 

of speed through which most of these configurations are uncondi

tionally stable with the exception of the short trail design (No.2). 

5. TIle values for the "frequency of the oscillatory mode at zero 

damping" are given to demonstrate that, if operating conditions 

are reached for which this mode becomes unstable (generally, at 

high speed as indicated by the second line in the table), the 

frequency of the oscillation is above that for which the rider can 
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apply effective control. Even though the indicated frequencies 

for Configurations 2 and 7 are relatively low with respect to 

the others, they are believed to be beyond the bandwidth for which 

human controllers are normally capable. Thus, it is important 

that bicycles be desil~ed to place this condition well beyond 

the normal range of speed. 

The nwnerical computations in this study were limited to those for a 

160 lb. rider in the upright riding position. Changes in rider weight and 

posi tion (particularly as they affect values for I Z' IX' M, h, and ZF) will 

result in changes in the values of the stability indices given here. The mag-

ni tude of these changes, wi th respect to the reference values and the differences 

obtained by design variations, can be used to demonstrate the sensitivity of 

specific designs to these operational factors. 

Another aspect which should be considered in greater depth is the 

rela ti ve importance of position control in bicycle riding. To place this point 

in context, recogni ze that automobi1es are primarily controlled in normal 

operation by steering position rather than applied steering torque. The driver 

supplies whatever torque is required to achieve the desired steer angle displace

ment for a particular maneuver. Only under extreme conditions (emergency maneu

vering, steering system failure) does torque control play an important role. 

In two-wheel vehicles, steering control displacements to cover the complete 

range of operation are small and the rider depends on torque control rather than 

position control. 

In an attempt to put some of these results into perspective with 

regard to their application to regulatory standards, Figure 4, which completely 

illustrates proposed design limitations now under consideration by the 

International Standards Organization (ISO), has been prepared. The eight bicycle 

configurations which were analyzed earlier in this section are located on the 

diagram by number. Note that several of the configurations occupy the same 

location as defined by the two simple constraints used even though their 

theoretical performance characteristics (as shown in Table 7) are quite dif-
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ferent. The following observations can be made --

1. Configurations 3, 4, and 5 would be unacceptable according to the 

ISO criteria. Yet, the performance index approach, according to 

the values given in Table 7, indicate that No.5 is very much like 

the baseline configuration (No.1) and that Nos. 3 and 4 are not 

greatly different from stability considerations. 

2. Configuration No. 2 (the low trail design) is within the 

acceptability bounds on the diagram but appears to present 

substantial control problems at high normal speeds according 

to the performance analysis. 

3. Since the proposed ISO approach does not address tire charac

teristics and moment of inertia effects, potential performance 

differences which are implied by the stability analysis (and 

which surely exist on actual machines) are not adequately treated. 

In effect, the proposed technique does not discriminate against 

poor combinations of these other design parameters. 
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3. CONCLUSIONS 

Steady-state stability ana.lyses performed in an earlier study have 

been extended to cover the complete dynamic response of the bicycle in this 

report. Constant coefficient linear equations of motion in four degrees of 

freedom have been examined in an effort to identify key design factors with 

which to characterize bicycle stability. Four primary interacting design 

parameters have been isolated. They are: 

• the ratio of fork geome:try and weight distribution effects to 

the front wheel moment of inertia about the spin axis. 

• the ratios of the moments of inertia of the fork assembly and 

rider-bicycle system about the steering and yawing axes to the 

wheel spin moments of inertia. 

• the relationship between wheel loads and tire cornering forces. 

• the inertial parameters and size factors which influence the 

primary osci llatory motion mode. 

In turn, these parameters have led to the definition of several 

stabili ty indices which characterize bicycle performance in terms of specific 

speed values. These indices are: 

• the inversion speed (the speed at which the capsize mode goes 

unstable) 

• the minimum free control speed (the speed at which the steer and 

roll responses are compatible) 

• the oscillatory mode critical speed (the speed at which the damping 

of the oscillatory mode goes through zero) 
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• the absolute stability speed range (over which the free-control 

bicycle is stable) 

Sets of steady-state response parameters relating motion output to 

control input have also been developed. In conjunction with the stability 

indices, these response sensitivity terms provide a means for bicycle evalua

tion on a performance basis. 

In addition, it has been shown how a number of individual bicycle 

design factors affect stability according to this performance analysis technique. 

Among the principal conel usions regarding these are: 

1. Small values of positive mechanical trail and all negative values 

of mechanical trail are to be avoided in bicycle design if satis

factory free control stability is to be achieved. Specific limits 

cannot be defined without the support of experimental test data, 

but an observation that proposed ISO standards permit designs 

with trail values which are too small for use by unskilled riders 

appears justified. Tentatively, a lower limit in the range of 

1.5 to 2.0 inches for 27 inch wheel bicycles is suggested. 

2. In the normal operational speed range, head tube angle (in the 

range of 75 to 60 degrees) has little effect on free control 

stability characteristics (other parameters being held constant). 

This is not to say tha.t 1 imi ts should not be defined (very steep 

angles will reduce the value of the sin <f term and will limit 

trail values without substantial fork design changes, for example) 

but the acceptable range appears to be larger than the 65-75 

degrees indicated in the suggested ISO standard. 

3. The use of low spin moment-of-inertia wheels is not good practice 

on bicycles to be used by novice riders. This parameter affects 

the speed range over which the bicycle is hands-off stable; low 

values raise the lower limit (and increase the range) so as to 
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improve elevated speed. stability but place a heavier burden on the 

rider for stabilization at low speeds. 

4. Tire cornering performance characteristics (at least when used 

in matched sets) affect stability primarily in the higher speed 

range. Inferior cornering capability in the tires showed up as 

reducing the speed at which the oscillatory mode becomes unstable 

and, in general, providing less damping of this mode at all con

ditions in the high normal speed range. 

Thus, with respect to the early evaluation of the performance of 

projected new designs, the analytical method described herein provides some 

cues for selecting sui table combinations of the design parameters. In app li

cation to the problem of formulating performance standards, the method has 

enabled the selection of several fac:tors -- response parameters and stability 

indices - - which may define requirements with sufficient rigor that all unac

ceptable configurations can be identified. 

But it is apparent that we do not yet know where to p lace the limits 

on these factors to assure good overall performance of the machine. Specific 

answers are needed to the following questions --

1. What are the correlations between values of the stability indices 

and subjective ratings of the bicycle's performance over the 

operating envelope? 

2. What "rules of thumb" can be formulated about stabili ty and 

controllability tradeoffs? 

3. What are pra.ctical test methods for evaluating these performance 

parameters? 
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4. RECOMMENDA nONS 

This report outlines an analysis of a cons tan t coefficient model of 

bicycl e dynamics. Several combinations of design parameters, called s tabili ty 

indices, have been identified and an attempt to show how they influence 

stability and control has been made. It is recommended that consideration now 

be given to determining ranges of values for these indices which are represen

tative of satisfactory performance. Such a study would involve full-scale 

testing of several bicycle configurations (including some having characteristics 

which would be suspect based on the analyses given here) and using several 

riders of different skill levels. Both objective and subjective evaluation 

methods should be employed. An efficient test program, producing resul ts which 

would not only be applicable to the questions raised here but also to the 

further validation of the bicycle dynamics simulation program, can be readily 

devised. In fact, it would be based on an outline of suggested experimental 

work previously submitted to Schwinn (Reference 8, Task 4). The utilization 

of 2 or 3 basic frame configurations with readily interchangeable fork assem

blies of varying physical characteris~ics (to enable independent evaluations 

of the several design parameters of interest) would be advantageous. This, 

too, has been previously suggested (Reference 8, Task 3). 

At this time, the approach to be taken would consist of the following --

• Lis t the design and operating parameters of importance, and the 

ranges of each to be covered, based on the analytical results 

given here. 

• Devise test methods and identify instrumentation requirements 

which would be effective in the determination of the stability 

indices and response parameters defined in this report. 

• Perform pilot tests with a reference bicycle to refine test 

techniques. 
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• Perform test program with several bicycle configurations using 

the refined testing techniques. 

• Based on the test results, recommend ranges of acceptable values 

for the performance characteristics (stability indices and response 

parameters) . 

• Concurrently, apply the test data in conj unction with the simula

tion of bicycle dynamics to improve understanding of rider lean 

control. 

In summary, recommended definitions of acceptability limits on bicycle 

performance (after the manner of the proposed ISO standard or, better, given in 

performance terms rather than design terms) should be obtained by supplementing 

the analytical results of this study with experimental data which could be trans

formed into representative values of the response parameters and stability 

indices that have been discussed. 
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APPENDIX A 

TABLE OF SYMBOLS 

The symbols for the various mathematical quantities used in this 

report are defined in this section. Many of them were shown in Figure I of 

the body of the report. For the most part, they require no special explana

tion; however, it should be kept in mind that the sign convention used in the 

analyses results in negative cornering stiffness values (i.e., CaF and CaR 

are negative quantities, in keeping with Society of Automotive Engineers 

practice) and that the steering axis inclination (head tube) angle is 

measured from the vertical. 

I Z 

13" 

M 

T 

v 

moment of inertia of rider·-bicycle system about 
horizontal longitudinal axis through c.g. 

moment of inertia of rider·-bicycle system about 
vertical axis through c.g. 

moment of inertia of steering assembly about 
the steer axis. 

total system (bicycle plus rider) mass. 

rider upper body mass. 

applied steering torque. 

forward velocity. 

F~F' F~R-tire side force (front and rear) 

steering assembly mass 

ground reaction force at front wheel contact patch 

CaF' CaR-tire stiffness coefficients (front and rear) 

R 

a 

b 

tire rolling radius. 

horizontal distance between center of front wheel 
and total system c.g. 

horizontal distance between center of rear wheel 
and total system c.g. 

A-I 

2 lb-ft-sec 

Ib-ft-sec2 

Ib-ft-sec2 

Ib-sec 2 
ft 

Ib-sec2/ft. 

ft-lb. 

ft/sec 

lbs. 

Ib-sec2 
ft 

lbs. 

lbs/rad. 

ft. 

ft. 

ft. 
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f 

g 

h 

i 

k 

I 

r 

t 

(l 

$ 

~ 

cS 

(J 

<PR 

TABLE OF SYMBOLS (cont.) 

front fork mass offset; perpendicular distance 
from steer axis to steering assembly, c.g. 

gravitational constant 

vertical distance from road surface to total 
system c.g. 

wheel moment of inertia about its spin axis 
(iF - front wheel; iT - both wheels) 

vertical distance between rider upper body c.g. 
and the upper body pivot point. 

bicycle wheelbase. 

yaw rate. 

mechanical steering trail, perpendicular distance 
from steer axis to center of front wheel contact 
patch (positive, as defined) 

tire slip angle. 

bicycle roll angle. 

bicycle sideslip angle. 

steering assembly displacement angle. 

steering axis inclination angle. 

rider lean angle. 

ft. 

ft/sec 2 

ft. 

Ib-ft-sec 2 

ft. 

ft. 

rad/sec. 

ft. 

rad. 

rad. 

rad. 

rad. 

rad. 

rad. 

NOTE: Signs are based on a right-handed coordinate system. 
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APPENDIX B 

SAMPLE APPLICATIONS 

This appendix contains two examp les of how the roots of the charac

teristic expression can be plotted to provide a comparison of the stability 

properties for different bicycle configurations. Its purpose is merely to 

demonstrate how the method lends itself to a detailed mathematical analysis 

of performance should such investigations be desired. It provides a somewhat 

more complete picture of stability and control over the operating speed range 

of the bicycle than the tabulated results given in the main body of the report 

but it is also more difficult to interpret without being familiar with this 

manner of presentation. 

Figure B-1 shows root locus plots for two bicycle configurations 

(1) the Schwinn Suburban as manufactured, and (2) a similar model with a 

much reduced value of trail of one inch. The better performance of the 

Suburban is clearly shown by the more extensive loop des cribed by the oscilla

tory mode locus in the left side of the diagram. The short trail design simply 

does not develop sufficient damping in this region of operation. To facilitate 

interpretation, the loci show arrows which indicate how the roots change with 

increasing speed and the values for the oscillatory mode at speeds of 10, 20, 

and 30 MPH are identified by the endrcled symbols. Two real roots are also 

depicted -- one which increases with increasing speed with a nominal time con

stant in the range of .15 to .07 seconds and the other which decreases with 

increasing speed and moves into the right half plane at the inversion speed. 
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